
Minecraft Speedrun

1. Adjective

2. Noun

3. Item

4. First-Item Craft

5. First-Item Craft

6. First-Item Craft

7. First-Item Craft

8. Adjective

9. Verb Base Form

10. Number

11. Location

12. Number

13. Craftable Item

14. Craftable Item

15. Craftable Item

16. Something You Forgot

17. Minecraft Block

18. Minecraft Block

19. Something You Forgot

20. Block

21. Item

22. Block

23. Item
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24. Minecraft Dangerous Mob

25. Minecraft Dangerous Mob

26. Minecraft Dangerous Mob

27. Number

28. Number

29. Number

30. Number

31. Number

32. Number

33. Item

34. Item

35. Item - Ends In S

36. Type Of Armor

37. Dangerous Minecraft Mob - Ends With S

38. Item

39. Item

40. Number

41. Minecraft Block

42. Minecraft Speedrunner

43. Number

44. Number

45. Number

46. Number

47. Location

48. Number

49.



Victory Speech



Minecraft Speedrun

You log into a Adjective world of Noun . On the right, left, and behind you, there are perfect oak

trees, along with everywhere else! you gather wood to make double-oak planks. but you realize, to your left,

theres a item ! you dodge it successfully, but your crafting table broke. you pick it back up, along with

some accidental dirt. you make a First-Item Craft , First-Item Craft , First-Item Craft , and an

First-Item Craft , and you dig down to find some Adjective . it becomes Verb Base Form

already, and once you dig Number blocks into the stone, you fall into a Location . the cave is full

of Number iron, all hidden in clumps. the cave has gravel, andesite, water, a little bit of lava, iron, coal,

etc. you make a Craftable Item , along with a a Craftable Item and a Craftable Item . you get iron

with your stone pickaxe, but you realize you don't have Something You Forgot ! luckily, you can craft some

with all of that Minecraft Block . (4 stacks of Minecraft Block .) you craft some Something You 

Forgot , and gather all of the Block and Item you can. you put the Block and

item into the furnace. just 5 seconds later, you realize there are 2 Minecraft Dangerous Mob , a

Minecraft Dangerous Mob , and a Minecraft Dangerous Mob behind and in front of you! you attack them, but

get finished with Number hearts! while you wait for the furnace, you get Number cows,

Number chickens, Number sheep, and Number pigs. you return to the furnace with only

Number hunger! you sacrifice the Item for some food, and a minute later, put the

Item back. once you had enough Item - Ends in S , you made full Type Of Armor armor, and

a sheild! you steal one of the Dangerous Minecraft Mob - Ends With S Item , and Item , and run off

!



next Number minutes, you find Minecraft Block , and water! you craft a bucket with the water, and

bring it to the lava pool, along with the diamonds. you make a nether portal almost as fast as Minecraft 

Speedrunner could! you craft diamond boots, and go to the nether! to your right, luckily, there's a fortress! you

explore the fortress to come at some wither skeletons, and some blaze spawners. on your way back, you find

Number ender men, along with Number more! you enter the portal, along with crafting ender

eyes. just about Number blocks away, you find the stronghold, and the end portal. you realize you dont

have enough ender pearls, so you go to find Number more endermen at the Location .

Number minutes later, you return, and go to the end. you destroy the crystals, along with some endermen

, and finnaly defeat the dragon! Victory Speech !
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